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The mechanisms giving rise to the irreversibility line (IL) in the phase diagram of Bi2SrzCaCu208 and the 
mechanism behind the second maximum in the magnetization loops were determined using a novel Hall-sensor 
array. The IL is caused by bulk pinning at lower temperatures and by irreversible shielding currents above 22K. 
The second maximum is caused by vortex lattice melting, taking place at the same local magnetic induction Bm 
throughout the sample. 

The phase diagre.m of BSCCO in the mixed 
state was determined using a novel two- 
dimensional-electron-gas Hall-sensor array in 
temperature range of 17K to 92K. The array used 
in the reported study consisted of 11 in-line sen- 
sors of 10#m x 10#m active area with 10#m sep- 
aration and sensitivity better than 0.1 Gauss. A 
high quality 15#rn thick BSCCO single crystal 
was attached to the array surface. The center 
of the sample was aligned with the array so that  
seven sensors (5 through 11) probed the induc- 
tion along the width of the crystal and sensors 
1 through 4 measured the edge field outside the 
sample. The crystal was zero field cooled and the 
constant-temperature magnetization loops in ap- 
plied field Halle axis were measured. 

We believe two mechanisms determine the ir- 
reversibility line (IL) in BSCCO. One mechanism 
is bulk pinning causing the IL at T < 22K. The 
other, at higher temperatures,  is the onset of ir- 
reversible shielding currents at Ha <_ Hxs(T) [1]. 
In Fig. la,  experimental magnetic field profiles 
at 22K are shown. The profiles are Bean-like [2], 
suggesting ~' " " .. . .  " mecha- um~ bulk pinning is +~'" ma:n 
nism present. The profiles at 74K (Fig. lb),  are 
very different from Bean-like profiles and are the 
result of irreversible shielding currents. A more 
accurate way to determine the source of the IL is 
to look ,~' ,u^~,,,. ~;-,~eticm.._ _ of the induction gradient 
dBz(x)/dx vs. Ha loops. The loops have antt- 
clockwise direction when bulk pinning is present 
and clockwise direction when surface currents are 
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Figure 1. Magnetic profiles inside and outside 
BSCCO crystal. At 22K Bean type profiles are 
observed (a). At 7,1K very different, bell-shaped 
profiles are the result of irreversible shielding cur- 
rents (b). 

dominant [3]. HtL(T) was checked independently 
by analyzing the magnetization loops using the 
integrated induction of all the sensors. The irre- 
versibility line coincides with Hts(T) at interme- 
diate and high temperatures and with the bulk 
depinning line H@(T) at low temperatures. 

At T < 22K bulk pinning governs the shape of 
the magnetization loop in the entire field range; 
po distinct second peak is obtained and IL is due 
to bulk pinning. At intermediate temperatures 
a clear second peak is observed below which the 
bulk critical current is negligible. 

In the region of the second max,mum we oh- 
~t~vc a vtzty ~;,~rp ~ransiuon ot Jc with respect 
to B, which we identify as vortex lattice melting 
at BIn(T). The measured magnetic field profiles 
in the vicinity of Br~(T) are shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2. Experimental magnetic field profiles in 
ascending (a) and descending (b) magnetic fields 
at 24K. Solidification nucleates at the sample cen- 
ter (a) and melting starts at sample edges (b). 

In ascending field, solidification of the vortex lat- 
tice starts at the center of the sample where Bm is 
reached first and the solid region expands towards 
the sample edges (Fig. 2a). In descending mag- 
netic field (Fig. 2b), the melting front starts at 
the sample edges and moves towards the middle 
of the sample. At high fields large slopes of Bz (x) 
are observed due to the presence of large critical 
currents. As Bz (x) drops below ~ 320 G at var- 
ious locations inside the sample, a sharp drop in 
the local current density occurs which resv!ts in a 
significant reduction of the local induction gradi- 
ent. At lower fields, bulk currents are negligible 
aud dG,~m-shaped profiles are obtained. In more 
de(.aiicd analysis [3] of dBz(x)/dx, one observes a 
~karp melting transition taking place at the same 
local induction Bz (x) = Bin. This melting occurs 
at various values of Ha for various locations in- 
side the s,~ nvle which is one of the reasons for a 
much broad¢, second peak observed in integrated 
magnetization measurements. 

Fig. 3 shows the derived phase diagram of 
BSCCO in a wide field and temperature range. 
Since on the descending branch the shielding 
currents have a very weak field dependence ~e 
may obtain the high field depinning line B@(T) 
by determining the upturn point of the induc- 
tion gradient. At low temperatures we observe 
a crossover of B@(T) and HIs(T) and hence 
HIL(T) = Bdp(T) for T < 22K. The sharp split 
of Bdp(T) and BIn(T) and the temperature de- 
pendence of the melting line suggest that the ob- 
served BIn(T) is the low field reentrant melting. 

In the 25K to 50K temperature range both the 
penetration field Hp(T) and g in(T)  show an ex- 
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Figure 3. Phase diagram of Bi2Sr2CaCu208. 

ponential temperature dependence which is con- 
sistent with thermal activation of the vortices 
over a Bean-Livingston surface barrier [4]. At 
T > 60K Hp(T) and Hxs(T) follow a linear tem- 
perature dependence. Such behavior is consistent 
with the presence of geometrical barriers [1,3]. At 
lower temperatures the observed upturn of Hp(T) 
and HtL(T) is the result of a significant bulk pin- 
ning. 
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